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ABSTRACT
The scheme of computing the temperature change due to long wave radiation, developed by Manabe and
Strickler and incorporated intothe general circulation models developed atthe Geophysical FluidDynamics
Laboratory of ESSA, is compared with a group of other numerical schemes for computing radiative temperature
change (e.g., the scheme of Rodgers and Walshaw). It is concluded that the GFDLradiation model has the accuracy
comparable with other numerical models despite various assumptions adopted.

1. INTRODUCTION

I

r

''

Recently, Rodgers and Walshaw [20]
proposed
an
improved methodof computing the distributionof infrared
cooling inthe
atmosphere. The majorcharacteristics
of their method ascompared with the approach of radiation
charts [4, 17, 251 are the subdivision of water vapor bands

(M-S)
model*-Manabe
Strickler
and
[12], Manabe
and
Wetherald [14];
(Plass) COS model-Plass [19];
(Plass) 0, model-Plass [18] ;
(H-H) O3 model-Hitchfeld and Houghton [5];
(K) model-Kaplan [9].
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FIGURE2.-Water vapor cooling rate of original Rodgers and
Walshaw [20] model, solid lines, compared to GFDL version of
(R-W) model, dashed lines: (a) tropical atmosphere; (b) Arctic
atmosphere.
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line intensity is incorporated in the model as suggested
by P O I .
(R-W)z Model: Carbon dioxide absorptivity, which is
measured by Burch et al. [2] under various pressures, is
used for this model. The temperature dependence of this
absorptivity is determined from the theoretical computation of Sasamori [21]. The ozone absorptivity determined
by Walshaw [24] is used with no correction for temperature.
Both versions of the model described above differ
slightly from the original model of Rodgers and Walshaw.
Their original model computed cooling rates by means of
a flux divergence equation, while our version does this
computation by taking flux differences across each layer.
The water vapor spectrum is divided slightly differently
and thevertical spacingof levels is different in our versions
of the model.
Our(R-W)l modelmascompared
withthe original
(R-IT) model for the case of cooling due to water vapor
in a tropical atmosphere and an Arctic atmosphere. The
results are shown in figures 2a and 2b, respectively, which
correspond to figures l l d and I l e of [20]. The results are
similar.

The computation time for an 18-level (R-W) model is
about 1.5 sec. on the UNIVAC 1108 computer.

FIGURE
1.-(a)
Carbon dioxide absorption. Solid curves observed
by Burch et al. [2], dashed curves computed by random model.
(b) Ozone absorption. Solid curves observed by Walshaw [24],
dashed curves computed by random model.

empirically using the least square,s curve-fitting method
of Rodgers and Walshaw [20] and the laboratory data of
Walshaw [24]. I n view of this pooragreement for both
carbon dioxide and ozone, me programmed the following
two versions of the (R-W) model:
(R-W), Model: This modeluses
the random model
absorptivity. The effect of the temperature dependence of

Earlier, a method very similar to the (R-W) model was proposed
by McClatchey [IS] for the computation of infrared cooling due to
water vapor. There are minor differences between the two. For the
rotationband of water vapor, McClatchey uses an empirically
determined general transmissionfunction instead of therandom
model transmission funct,ion. McClatchey'swatervapor
rotation
band (50-680 em.-l) does not coincide with the (R-W) rotation band
(0-960 cm."), and McClatchey does not consider the continuum.
To test the similarity of the two methods the (R-W) model was
restricted to the same spectral interval that McClatchey used, and
a cooling rate computation was made for one of the cases given in
McClatchey's paper; the results were sufficiently similar, so wc
did not compare MeClat.chey's results with any of the other models.

(M-S) MODEL

For the computation of infrared cooling due to water
vapor the meantransmissivity (or meanabsorptivity),
which is weighted with respect to the temperaturederivative of the black body emission, is defined for the entire
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band as Yamamoto [25] suggested. The random model is
used for thecomputation of meantransmissivity. The
large temperature dependence of the mean absorptivity
below 200' K. is considered for the flux computation
by introducing the so-called emissivity a t 220' K. The
mean half width and mean line intensityare
determined using the experiment of Howard et al. [6] and the
theoretical computation of line intensity of Yamamoto.
The continuum was treatedas if it were abandwith
random model structure.
Theabsorptivity
of the 15-micronbandof
carbon
dioxide andthat of the 9.6-micron band of ozone are
determined using the results of laboratory measurement
of absorptivity, which were carried out by Burch etal. [2]
and Walshaw 1241 under various pressures. See page 257
of Manabe and Wetherald [14] for the method of determining the absorptioncurve used for the computation.
I n order to estimate the temperature dependence of the
absorptivity of the 15-micron band, the theoretical computation of the absorption by this band by Sasamori 1211
is used. The temperature dependence of ozone absorption
is neglected. The scaling approximation was used for
incorporating the pressure effect.
Computation time for an 18-level ( M a ) model is about
0.4sec. on the UNIVAC 1108 computer, or about onefourth the time of the (R-W) mode1.t
(PLASS) COz MODEL AND (PLASS)

0 3

MODEL

For thecomputation of infrared cooling duetothe
15-micron band of carbon dioxide, the laboratory measurement of Cloud [3] is used. Theband is subdivided
into 1-micron intervals and the radiative flux divergence
is computed for each interval. The effect of the temperature dependence of line intensity is taken into consideration. The two parameter-scaling approximation of pressure
and optical thickness is used for treating the atmospheric
inhomogenity.
For thecomputation of infrared cooling duetothe
9.6-micron band of ozone, the results from the laboratory
measurements of Summerfield$ 1231 are used. The effect
of the temperature dependence
of absorptivity isneglected.

737
(K) COz MODEL

One of the most sophisticatednumerical models has
been proposed by Kaplan [9]. After dividing the absorptionband into verynarrowintervals
of about lO/cm.,
the absorptivity is computed either by assuming a random
model, or the Elsasser model andthemultiplication
propertiesfor overlapped subband, whichever is appropriate. Pressure effects are included by the use of CurtisGodsonApproximation.
The effect of temperatureon
the line intensity is incorporated exactly. It is probable
that this model consumes 10-20 times as much computationtimeas
(R-W) model. Therefore,this
model is
still
not
suitable
for incorporation intothe
general
circulation model.
3. COMPARISON OF RESULTS
(M-S) MODEL AND (R-W) MODEL

The vertical distributions of temperature, water vapor,
and ozone, which are used for this comparison, are shown
in figure 3. The exact values are given in table 1. For
carbon dioxide a constant mixing ratio of 0.456 gm./kg.
is used a t all levels in the atmosphere. Figure 4 shows
the cooling rate comparison for each of the absorbers and
figure 5 shows the flux distribution when allthree
absorbers are present.
Watervapor-The
agreement between the two results
shown in figure 4 isexcellent in the stratosphere and upper
troposphere. There are some differences between the two
results inthe
lower troposphere.Thisdiscrepancyis

2.3

-19.7
0

I

(H-H) 0

3

MODEL

The band model is not used. The Lorentz line shape
is assumed. The smallest interval chosen (near the line
center) is equal to the line width a t 5-mb. pressure. The
cooling
contribution of each subinterval to the infrared
is estimated. Thetreatment of the pressure effect is
exact. The theoretical line strength of Kaplan, Migeotte,
and Neven [8] is normalized upon Walshaw's[24] data,
because their theory takes no account of severe Coriolis
interaction.

- 52.5

-98.7
- 156
- 223

-m
- 376
-458
- 542
- 624
- 103
"

777

711gC(

' T . .901
tWhen the ("8) model is usedin the general circulation model [13], about 6 percent
of the total computation timeis used by the radiationprogram (assuming the long wave
radiation computation is done four times per forecast day, wbich is sumciently often,
since it changes slowly with time).
:The result of Summerfield [23]is quite difIwent from that of Walsbaw [ U ] ,which
WBS obtained more rmntly.

'"947
-380
-998

FIGURE3.-Temperature, water vapor, and ozone distributions
used for computations of figure 4.
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TABLE1.-Values

of temperature,water vapor, and ozone used for
comparison of (M-S)
model and (R-W) model

Pressnre (mb.)

Temperature
( E.)

0.m
2 2719
19.6769
52 5120
89.7220
156.2504
223.0367
297.ow)
376.1574
458.3762
541.6238

623.8426
702.9750
776.9633
843.75M)
901.2771
947.4880
880.3241
997.7281

oooo

1OOo.

251.3879
251.3879
2l8.1012
218.5738
218.0662
215.9686
226.7878
239.2173
250.0018
259.4072
267.6333
274.8176
281.0544
286.3196
290.8185

R (Water)

R (Ozone)

0. m

0.000000

.om
.0105

.m9
.Go22

.w50
.om
.as60
.x30
.5730
1.0400
1.7700
2.6100
3.4800
4.3700
5.2200
5.9700
6.5700
7. m

294.4844
297.3169

299.2888
300.3594
300.3594

7. m
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FIGURE4.-Comparison of heatingratescomputed by the ("SI
and (R-W) models.

partly caused by the different absorptivities used in the
two models. These absorptivities arecompared in figure 6 ;
the solid curves are used inthe (M-S) model andthe
dashed curves are from the (R-W) model. The absorptivities differ because mean half width and line intensity
A comandthe treatment of continuumaredifferent.
parison of the rotation band line intensities is given in
figure 7. The (M-S) model uses the lineintensities of
Yamamoto [25], shown by the smooth curve, while the
(R-W) modeluses the lineintensities of Benedictand
Kaplan [l], the stepped curve. Figure 7 shows that the

.1
.2
.3
.4
FLUX ( l o 6 ERG CM-2 SEC")

\\

\j
1
.5

FIGURE5.-Comparison of upward, downward, and net long wave
radiation flux from (M-S) and (R-W), models,with
absorbers present.

all three

two intensities are significantly different. A series of test
computations with the (R-W) model revealed that about
50 percent of the discrepancy in cooling rate in the lower
troposphere (fig. 4) was duetothesedifferentlineintensities. The remainder of the discrepancy is mostly
due to the differences inthetreatment
of continuum
and that of pressure effect.
Carbon di~zide-(R-W)~ model yields practically no
infrared cooling due to carbon dioxide in the troposphere
(fig. 4). This unrealistic result is caused by the unrealistic
absorptivity, which we have already discussed.
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FIGURE
6.-Mean slab absorptivity of water vapor a t temperature
300°K. Solid lines and dashed lines are obtained using the experimental results of Howard et al. [6] and the theoretical results of
Benedict and Kaplan [l] respectively. The contribution from the
wave number range 550-/cm. is not included for this computation.
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FIGURE%-Carbon dioxide heating rate of Plass [19] compared
with other models. The (M-S) and (R-W)2 results are identical
with Plass in the lower 10 km., but are not plotted.

approximation in the (R-W) model. The scaling factor of
(M-S) model is 0.3 for ozone. This resulted in a heating
rate much closer to that of the (M-S) model.
Water vapor plus carbon dioxide plus ozone-The agreement isgood except for the minor difference in cooling rate
in the lower troposphere (fig. 4). This difference in cooling
rate is consistent withthe flux distribution of figure 5; net
flux of the (R-W)2 model is about 20 percent larger than
that of the (M-S) model at the 1000-mb. level. The flux
differences a t high pressures are caused by the different
water vapor absorptivities (fig. 6) used in the two models,
as already discussed.
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FIGURE7.-Line intensitiesfor thewater vapor rotation band.
Smooth curve due to Yamamoto [25], stepped curve computed
from Benedict and Kaplan [l] data, for temperature 260'K.

According to figure 8 the agreement among the results
from (Plass) C02 model, from the (M-S) model, and from
the (R-W)2 model isexcellent. The result from the (R-W),
model agrees with other resultsonly a t higher levels where
the pressure is low and overlapping between lines is small.
(H-H) 0

The agreement between the results from the (R-W)2
model and that from the (M-S) model is reasonably good.
Ozone-The agreement between the results from the
(R-W)2 model and those fromthe ("S) model is fair (fig.
4). This difference ismainly caused bythe difference
between the Curtis approximation andthe scaling approximation used for the (MS) model. This was verified by
substitutingthe
scaling approximationfor
theCurtis

3

MODEL AND OTHER MODELS

Figure 9 shows that the agreement among the results of
the (H-H) Oa model and other models is fair. Again, the
difference between the result from the (M-S) model and
that of the (R-W)2 model is mainly caused from the difference in the treatmentof the pressure effect onthe ozone
absorption. It is interesting that the (M-S) model approxi(R-W),
mates the (H-H) model a little better than the
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model. Although it is probable that thescaling approximation is more accurate for this band than theCurtis-Godson
approximation, we cannot
conclude so convincingly,
because of the ambiguity involved in the determination of
line intensityfor (H-H) model.

OZONE CONCENTRATION
lcm (STPI/ kml
10 20
3x10-3
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Figure 10 shows thatthe

3

v,

resultsobtainedfrom

the

( “ S ) and (R-W)t models are quite different from Plass’

v,
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n
c

results. This is mainly due to the difference between the
absorptivity of Summerfield [23] and that of Walshaw [24].

100-
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FIQURE8.-Ozone heating rate of Hitchfeld andHoughton [5]
compared with othermodels. In left portion, solid curveis
temperature profile and dashed curve ozone distribution.
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COz MODEL AND OTHERMODELS

Unfortunately, the example of the computation of
temperature change, which is obtained by the (K) model,
is notavailable to us. Using this model, Kaplan [lo]
estimated the dependence of net flux on the amount of
carbon dioxide present in the atmosphere. I n table 2, his
results fora cloudless atmosphere,surfacetemperature
O’C., lapse rate 5.7”C./km., are compared to the changes
in net flux obtained from the (R-W)2 and (M-S) models.
The values in table 2 are the difference in net flux at the
top and bottomof the atmosphere when the carbon dioxide
amount is changed from 130 cm. STP to 260 cm. STP.
Though the dependence on carbon dioxide amount which
is obtained by the (K) model is somewhat smaller than
that obtained by the other twomodels, the agreement
among the results is good.
4. CONCLUSION

- 40-
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FIQURE10.-Ozone

heating rate of Plass [lS] compared with
other models. (M-S) and (R-W), are identical inthe lowest 10 km.

TABLE
Z.-Difference in net $uz

1

(erg cm.-3sec.-“)

Bottom
Top

The verticaldistributions of the rate of temperature
change dueto thelong wave radiation, which are obtained
using the variety of methods,are compared witheach
other.
Generallyspeaking,
the resultsfrom
the ManabeStrickler model agree reasonably well with those from the
Rodgersand Walshaw model, or the Plass C02 model,
despite the scaling approximation which isadopted for
the (MS) model.
There are some minor discrepancies among the results
of the various authors, particularly among the computations of the effect of the 9.6-micron band of ozone.
I n conclusion, the scheme of computingradiative
transfer that is incorporated into the general circulation
models of GFDL hascomparableaccuracywithother
schemes despite various simplifications which are adopted
for the model.
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